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FOREWORD

Foreword

First Tuesday Zurich and the GDI introduced the Thought Leadership Forum 2002 Series
to Switzerland as a new way to look at key strategic issues.  

We have called on the power of independence and diversity, of different viewpoints
debating the same issues, as an important tool to generate new insights and solve
problems.  In this world of increasing specialization, which is more than offset by
escalating connections and globalization, our best chance for insight is often not
individual or isolated experts, but networks.  Networks of experienced professionals
matched up with those with fresh perspectives can work together to create knowledge
and intelligence inaccessible in isolation.  

We have worked to build on established techniques like brainstorming, and leveraged
technology and research to create a format which is powerful, intense and extremely
efficient.  We view these Thought Leadership Forums as a dynamic format and platform
to share ideas, push the boundaries, and create new insights.  

The Question

As the landscape of the Private Banking industry continues to rapidly change, First
Tuesday and the Gottlieb Duttweiler Institute produced an innovative Forum with a
group of distinguished Thought Leaders to tackle some of the industry’s issues.  The
relevance and urgency of the topic has been demonstrated again in the weeks shortly
following the Forum, when  Lombard Odier and Darier Hentsch, two of the most
venerable names in Swiss Private Banking, agreed to merge.

Private Banks are caught between fundamental shifts in the profiles and needs of their
clients who are becoming better educated and more demanding. Simultaneous
consolidation and specialization, customisation and commoditisation, rising costs and
shrinking base level revenues, make long-term investments and strategic choices very
difficult. New markets, models, players, and technologies force banks to raise critical
questions. The savvy decisions of yesterday can easily become the poor strategic
decisions of tomorrow.

There will always be a requirement for banking services. Will there always be a need for
banks? These and other related questions were the focus of the Thought Leadership
Forum on April 23rd at the Gottlieb Duttweiler Institute outside of Zurich.

The Format 

The Forum begins with a structured brainstorming session bringing together a relatively
small group of Thought Leaders focusing on the topic of Private Banking in the
afternoon. Differing perspectives, as represented by senior level decision-makers and
experts in business, academia, government and technology, accelerate the development
of new and meaningful insights. The results are captured during the sessions by
conference software, digested and then presented to a VIP audience in the evening in
the form of a panel discussion.  The input of the VIP audience is also solicited through
a survey evaluating their opinions of the industry.  
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Within this afternoon and evening, this Forum provides an opportunity to meet, tackle
key issues, and to discuss and disseminate the findings to a wider group.   Following the
Forum, the results were analysed and produced into a white paper.

The Results 

Included in the results from the Forum are the following papers:

Thought Starter:  The purpose of this paper is to provide background research about the
industry and its current trends.  It was commissioned by First Tuesday Zurich and the
GDI, and written by Evalueserve.

Keynote:  This is the transcript of the keynote address from Ian Woodhouse, Director,
PricewaterhouseCoopers and editor of their bi/annual report on the Private Banking and
Wealth Management in Europe.

White Paper: This paper is the key analysis of the results of the afternoon think tank
among the Thought Leaders, as well as the input of the evening VIP audience.  

We would like to extend special thanks to our Event Partners, Credit Suisse Private
Banking and Microsoft, and our Knowledge Partner, PricewaterhouseCoopers, whose
support for this Forum and its objective was crucial to its success.

Susan Kish Samuel Dubno
First Tuesday Zurich Gottlieb Duttweiler Institute
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1. Executive Summary

The business of private banking commonly involves tailored services for high net worth
individuals who seek performance, discretion, service and confidentiality. Their wealth is
held either within their country of domicile, or offshore, outside their country of domicile.
These individual investors expect very attractive financial and related services and
products.  

The key highlights of the industry are: 

* The private banking and wealth management market continues to grow, but the pace of
growth is slowing as stock markets become more volatile.

* Differentiation is now key to revenue growth.

* Private banks are more vulnerable to increasing client sophistication and reduced loyalty.
There is a continuing shift away from passive investors with traditional family money to
active investors with new money. In such a situation, higher quality service delivery and
performance remains more critical to attract and retain clients.

* Though standard products are still important, more value added and sophisticated
products and services are seeing a higher rate of growth.

* There is an increased demand for high-skilled talent, particularly for client advisors and
for general management.

* Private banks are forced to restructure their traditional organisations to be more client-
responsive and cost effective, as well as to develop new clients and markets.The latest
technologies and better knowledge management are key enablers.

* New business models are evolving to meet the industry challenges.traditional approach to
the business, and the nature of many established client relationships, as well as the number
of legacy IT-systems still in operation were cited as major obstacles to change. Regulation
and required investment were not considered key obstacles.
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2. Overview of the Industry

This section covers the following:

* Services offered by private bankers
* High net-worth individuals (HNWI) market size
* High net-worth individuals (HNWI) market segmentation
* Leading private banking players worldwide
* Trends in private banking

Services offered by private bankers

The key services offered by most private banking firms are:

* Financial planning and wealth management (Tax, Legal, Inheritance, Trust, Insurance)
* Advisory, active advisory, execution
* Portfolio/Asset management
* Reporting based on customer needs
* Direct placements, IPO, block trades, equity derivatives
* Specialist services relating to defined categories of clients, such as those in the fields of

sports, arts, entertainment etc.

High net-worth individuals (HNWI) market size

The HNWI market in 2000 comprised of 7.2 million individuals holding $27 trillion in assets.
This market had grown by 6% in 2000 and is expected to grow at 8% annually to reach $39.7
trillion by 2005. 

Only about half of the 7.2 million HNWI, had entrusted the management of their financial
affairs largely to private banks, 35% were co-managing their assets alongside professional
advisors and the remaining 15% took full charge of their assets.

HNWI Wealth

North America
33%

Europe 27%

Asia 18%

Latin America
12%

Middle East
5%

Rest of World
5%

Figure 1: Regional Distribution Of HNWI Wealth, 2000

Source:  Merrill Lynch / Cap Gemini E&Y’s Wealth Management Report 
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High net-worth individuals (HNWI) market segmentation

Wealth / net-worth of the customer

The following are relatively standard levels for segmenting clients as a function of wealth: 

a. Ultra HNW > $50 mn
b. Very HNW > $5 mn
c. HNW > $0.5 mn
d. Affluent > $0.1 mn

Over the next 4-5 years, the assets of the first two segments are expected to grow at CAGR
of 9%, of the third segment by 6-6.5% and of the last segment by 5%.

Personality type, attitude towards money and prime motivating driver

There are many different ways of categorizing clients. One example is shown below: 

Source: PricewaterhouseCoopers European Private Banking/Wealth Management Survey
2000/2001 

Table 1: Segmentation based on personality type, attitude towards
money and prime motivating driver

Source:  http://www.timeinc.net/fortune/sections/weamgt/wealthmg.htm
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Wealth inheritor vs. wealth creator

Wealth evolves through distinct phases. The cycle begins with wealth creators, who seek
wealth accumulation, then wealth preservation and transformation. On the other hand,
wealth inheritors may have a relatively weak phase of wealth accumulation, focussing
immediately upon wealth preservation and transfer of wealth to children. Wealth inheritors
exhibit traits and preferences significantly different from wealth creators.

Leading private banking players worldwide

Private banking is an extremely fragmented industry, with the top 10 players representing
only about 10% of the market. Examples of some global players would include:

Trends in private banking

- The wealth management industry is becoming more and more competitive. Several new
players such as investment banks (Merrill Lynch, Goldman Sachs), insurers (AIG, Zurich,
Allianz), stockbrokers (Charles Schwab, e*trade) etc., have jumped into the market. This
increased competition coupled with changing customer needs, increasing regulation and
significant advances in technology, have led to significant increase in marketing
activities. These activities include widening of product offering, introducing multiple
channels of delivery and increased spending on brand building and promotional exercises.

- Very wealthy families have set up their in-house wealth management teams called
“family offices”. Typical family office services include tax planning, asset and estate
management, family governance and advice, legal representation, wealth transfer,
educating children on wealth and advice on philanthropic giving. These family offices
typically work with a wide range of external advisors, including private banks,
independent asset managers, lawyers, accountants and others.

Table 2: Leading private banking players worldwide

Source:  http://www.tmpsearch.com/research_articles/ppt/PrivateBanking.ppt

Source:  FT Research, July 2000
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- In addition to the trend for new money, there has also been a gradual shift in the
proportion of assets held offshore to onshore in favour of the latter, because of the
following reasons:

* Increased and more co-ordinated governmental, regulatory and compliance pressure to
know your client, resulting in more declared money and a blurring of the previous
distinction between onshore and offshore monies.

* Long-term trends such as the decline of confiscatory national tax regimes have changed
the nature of offshore banking from tax evasion to tax inheritance and planning. Offshore
private banking is changing from an undisclosed, tax neutral industry to an industry with
transparent and more performance oriented money.

* Bank secrecy, a strong value proposition for offshore banks and one of the historical
primary motivators for customers to park funds in them, has seen a steady erosion with
governments becoming more demanding on disclosure of financial transactions and ‘new
money’ customers being more transparent.

* The new wealthy customers distribute more of their wealth in the form of equity-based
assets (stock options, company shares etc).

- Given the fragmented nature of the industry, as well as the increased competition and
financial pressure, an increased level of M&A activity is occurring. There are some
significant corporate actions amongst the larger US, Swiss and other European players
both within private banking, and across private banks to other areas of financial services,
e.g. insurance, retail banking, etc.

- The introduction of new participants with different business and service models –
increased convergence with some aspects of the previously distinct North American and
European models has appeared.

- The previously favourable market conditions have become volatile and have further
compounded the already present pressure on fees and their structure. Managing both
declining transaction volumes and investor confidence has increased the need for better
client relationship skills and supporting management information systems in order to
maintain and grow their clients and assets under management. This has also driven the
emphasis on changing revenue models, shifting away from transaction-fee based
structures into advisory or performance based models. 

- Evolving internal business models to reflect fragmentation and focus on various parts of
the value chain, i.e. outsourcing, insourcing, open product architecture.

- Increased interest and importance of new asset classes, such as private equity, hedge
funds, etc. has resulted in greater emphasis on these product development skills and on
open architecture for their delivery.

Disclaimer
The information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable.
Evalueserve disclaims all warranties as to the accuracy, completeness or adequacy of such
information. Evalueserve shall have no liability for errors, omissions or inadequacies in the
information contained herein or for interpretations thereof.
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Perspectives for Radical Change in Private Banking

Keynote Speech at the Thought Leadership Forum 2002
23 April 2002 at the Gottlieb Duttweiler Institute, Ruschlikon

Ian Woodhouse, PricewaterhouseCoopers

Ladies and Gentlemen,
It is a pleasure and privilege to address you on the occasion of this Thought Leadership
Forum.

I’d like to begin by setting a context. Firstly, Private Banking is difficult to define. We can
define it by the size of the clients’ wealth, whether he or she is an offshore or onshore
client and by geography. We could also try to define it by the type of industry provider such
as, for example, traditional partnership banks, asset managers, universal banks, family
offices etc.

Already we can see the industry is very difficult to define and, in fact, it is a series of sub
industries. However, it used to be a very definable and stable industry. To get some
perspective on the changes that have occurred within the industry, we need to think in
terms of three distinct eras through which the industry has moved and is moving.

The period from the 1950’s until the early/mid 1980’s could be characterised as the stable,
traditional era. It was predominantly banking and securities relationships, old money,
stable clients with highly personal relationships and referrals. It was opaque with little
disclosure on anything. You would have even had trouble finding a name on the door.

KEYNOTE
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Around the early to mid 1980’s, we had the start of a second era of what could be termed
early change. This occurred in parallel with the rapid growth and globalisation of the
capital markets and the rise of several major banks that grew their Private Banking
activities either organically or through acquisitions.

Currently, the industry has entered a third era of more radical change. This is very recent,
probably starting around two years ago as the markets both became more volatile and the
capital markets started to undergo major changes.

Having set the scene in terms of the different eras, I would now like to focus on three main
topics:

- Recent economic and political events are leading to a tougher environment for the
Private Banking industry

- Some fundamental challenges and opportunities are occurring for private banks and
for Switzerland as a financial centre

- Towards new leaders in the restructuring of the industry?
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1 Recent economic and political events are leading to a tougher environment for the
Private Banking industry

Some of the key drivers of this tougher environment are:

- Stockmarket volatility is now a fact of life. Markets have fallen and have also become less
predictable and more volatile with intermittent sharp rises and falls. In consequence,
investors are on the sidelines, with a sharp fall in trading volumes. Lack of confidence is
a key factor here, with the collapse of the e-biz bubble/ TMT sectors, coupled with
terrorism and some recent major very public bankruptcies e.g. Enron, Swissair, together
with issues of corporate governance. All of this has had a major impact on private
investors.

- Second, the regulatory and compliance burden is rising and becoming more public and
vocal. In a short space of time, the number of challenges has multiplied with FATF, IRS
QI, anti-money laundering and exchange of information. All of these, together with tax
amnesties have put major pressure on offshore monies and particularly those originating
from EU countries. While the size of the offshore markets remains large, its relative
share of global wealth is clearly declining.

- Third, customers are changing with a shift from old to new money and they all have needs
for a greater range of products, services and advice as an equity culture has developed
in some hitherto bond dominated European countries. The introduction of the Euro has
also further started to change investors habits.

Where is Switzerland in all of this? According to figures from the Swiss Bankers Association,
assets under management amount to about 3 trillion Swiss Francs, which puts Swiss
institutions amongst the leaders in managing private and institutional assets. It is estimated
that some 30 – 40 % of the private wealth invested offshore is managed in Switzerland.
According to ZKB, more than half the banks profits are generated by this activity around
20bn Swiss Francs which equates to 5 % of the Switzerland GDP. I think we can safely
conclude its importance and the challenge from radical industry changes underway. It is
therefore timely to have today’s brainstorming and debate about the future.
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2 Some fundamental challenges and opportunities are occurring for both Private
Banking and Switzerland as a financial centre

Most private banks have been responding to these challenges and opportunities on a
number of dimensions. For convenience we can group them into four broad areas:

More careful financial and cost management
This is taking place through both a reduction of costs and exploitations of synergies. Here
many have business models generating transaction value, which have been badly
affected as investors, are reluctant to trade. At the same time, many participants have
had high costs, partly due to over expansion in good times but also due to inefficiencies.
Efforts are being made to reduce costs and, where the institution is part of a bigger
institution, to look for synergies in sharing IT, branding, support services and mining
related client bases.

Better exploiting existing positions
This involves several activities such as more detailed understanding of the client
segments and tailoring of services accordingly, as well as adopting new approaches to
pricing.

Upgrading capabilities and seeking new opportunities
This includes developing a more effective sales and relationship management platforms
and upgrading the skills of advisors to become more client centric. In addition, effort has
been put into product innovation as the trend to open product architecture raises the bar
for asset managers and new asset allocation approaches call for broader capabilities in
asset classes e.g. property, private equity, hedge etc.

In addition, upgrading is taking place within the regulatory and compliance arena. In
terms of new opportunities, these range from seeking new offshore market
opportunities, diversifying into onshore markets and related diversification into
institutional asset management, mutual funds etc.

Improving the brand / differentiation
Considerable effort is being devoted to developing the brand both above and below the
line in order to help differentiate between institutions as competition becomes more
intense. Beyond the individual banks, more may need to be done to promote the image
of Switzerland as a leading financial centre. This involves capitalising on its relative
strengths with a solid legal and regulatory framework, stable currency, deep asset
management skills and multi-lingual capabilities to offset weaknesses such as its
traditional offshore/secrecy image.

According to the Financial Times, the imminent return of $1bn by Nigeria is a good sign. It
notes the attitude of the Swiss regulators has been laudable in publicly naming the Swiss
bank’s complicity in the money laundering but Britain’s Financial Services refuses to name
names. Interestingly, the journal also observes that it is strange, at best, that no bankers
have been prosecuted for allowing Nigerian money to flow through their institutions in the
first place.

So we can see a series of challenges and opportunities that characterise the new era and
that a number of actions are being taken to respond. A key issue is determining whether
these actions in aggregate will be enough to respond to the very different industry
conditions that characterise the industry today and in the future.
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3 Towards new leaders in the restructuring of the industry?

Within the industry, there are a lot of medium sized and small players all coming to terms
with the radically changing environment. The Swiss banking sector comprises just under
400 banks today, about 120 fewer than ten years ago according to ZKB. If we are agreed
that there are still too many participants and that there will be a restructuring of the
industry then participants will have to choose a role as either a:

- Leader

- Participant

- Partner

- Spectator

- Loser

Already we are seeing evidence of large, mid tier and niche providers seeking such roles.
Each will demand different capabilities. At the large global level, it will be about having
scale, positions in all key onshore/offshore markets, strong global brands and the ability to
leverage related businesses, for example, investment banking, retail and corporate banking
and asset management. Here, the ability to achieve shared cost savings and to achieve
revenue synergies from brand/people/IT etc. will be increasingly important.

Recently, there has been significant change at the top. It is now UBS and Paine Webber,
Credit Suisse and DLJ, Citigroup/Salomon Smith Barney, as well as the Chase, JPM and
Flemings grouping. We also have Deutsche/Bankers Trust/Scudder and HSBC Republic. What
a difference a few years makes!

We then have the mid tier banks with selected positions in certain offshore and onshore
markets. These tend to be focussed on certain client segments, use external product
providers, have more targeted branding and may outsource some elements of their
operational platform.

Finally, we have the niche providers who are very high touch, focussed on defined products
and services, which may be in sourced and again outsource most of their operational
platforms. They have very focussed branding and could include family offices, independent
asset managers as well as small private banks.
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The good news is that Switzerland has some leaders in all these segments. The bad news is
that all industry participants face tough decisions. Those that are most likely to succeed
are those that recognise both the magnitude and speed of change they face, and who can
develop and implement a limited number of targeted programmes of action to address the
opportunities and challenges that will most impact them.

For many, this will mean aggressive refocusing and a tighter future focus. For others, it will
entail significant investment in developing new markets. For some, the pressures may be
too great, their resources too limited and so they will seek to exit. One thing is for certain
standing still is now no longer an option in this industry.

I thank you for your attention and now look forward to the debate.

Ian Woodhouse
ian.woodhouse@uk.pwcglobal.com
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Private Banking: A think-tank on perspectives for radical change

The business of Private Banking has been under very little pressure to change for decades.
Institutions operate in a traditional, secretive, stable and highly profitable environment.
But times are changing. Recent technological advances like the Internet have made
customers more demanding and better informed about financial markets and related
offerings. At the same time, the regulatory environment has shifted, and the recent period
of increased stock market volatility has created a much tougher environment. 

With this setting, on a scale from 1 to 10, how would you rate the probability for radical
change in the Private Banking sector? The answer from a group of 22 Thought Leaders in
Swiss and European Private Banking, family offices, technology, hedge funds, luxury
branding, investment banking, consulting, research and academia that was gathered on 23
April 2002 by First Tuesday Zurich and the Gottlieb Duttweiler Institute (GDI) was 7.4, with
a low score of 4.

Radical is relative

Despite the initial consensus on the likelihood of radical change, the opinions and outlooks
brought forward in the thought sessions drew a slightly different picture of change: that of
a series of many small changes, which taken together will have large impact.  

As the landscape of financial services continues to evolve, the Thought Leaders debated a
number of perspectives for radical change. Their conclusions: The actual needs of the
existing client segments are not expected to change significantly, however, their profile
will shift and they will clearly become more demanding and better informed. The battle
will be won with more complex advisory driven solutions as opposed to current product or
single stock orientation. Players will need to adopt explicit segment strategies, and focus
and execute them distinctly. Partnerships and alliances, particularly in the area of open
product architecture and support services, will be introduced gradually. By 2008, the use
of “invisible” enabling technologies will support the transformation of Private Banking.

In this environment of incremental change, Thought Leaders were very clear that change
starts at the top, and raised serious questions about managements’ ability and skills to
successfully lead change efforts.

Drivers vs. obstacles for change

Amongst the factors driving change, the growing demands of clients for more complex advice,
the need for more flexible development of specialized products and the willingness of
providers to in-source key products or back office services to private banks were identified.
Consolidation within a fragmented industry through mergers and acquisitions, the gradual
relationship shift from CRO-centric (Client Relationship Officer) to institution and brand-loyal,
as well as a shift from offshore to onshore relationships were also mentioned. Furthermore,
Switzerland’s future attitude and relationship with the European Union are additional factors.

Historic high level of profitability – although under recent pressure – conservative and
traditional approach to the business, and the nature of many established client relationships,
as well as the number of legacy IT-systems still in operation were cited as major obstacles to
change. Regulation and required investment were not considered key obstacles.

WHITE PAPER
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Profiles and needs of clients today and tomorrow

Typical clients of private banks today are seen as relationship-oriented, who allocate their
assets traditionally, tend towards in-house products, and bring a significant portion of their
assets offshore. Recent developments, however, show that future clients will have less time
and be more impatient for results, will have an entrepreneurial attitude and will want to
choose how they access the bank (e.g. internet, phone, branch). 

We will see a growing importance of ‘modern’ Private Banking customer segments, such as
young entrepreneurs, and tech-savvy inheritors and professionals. While the relative
importance of these ‘modern’ segments will grow, a very significant amount part of the
client base will remain in the ‘classical’ segments that remain CRO-driven, such as elderly
people, offshore clients, and non-tech or finance-savvy inheritors (“the big money will
always be with the old people”). At the very high end of wealth, Family Offices are
emerging almost as ‘general ‘contractors’ for comprehensive wealth management for a
variety of assets in complex family situations. Banks will have to take a targeted and
balanced approach to servicing these distinct sub-markets.

Despite the fact that successful entrepreneurs brought in large amounts of new money from
successful trade sales and initial public offerings over the past few years, Thought Leaders
stressed the fact that new money quickly adopts old money attitudes as far as investment
allocation is concerned. For all of these segments, portfolio mixes are expected to broaden
and include alternative asset classes like hedge funds, illustrating the need for more
complex advice. 

It was noted that as clients become more sophisticated and performance oriented, they will
require a higher degree of transparency and involvement. One participant said that due to
the complexity of financial products and services, the average client was “relatively
unaware of hidden commissions and retrocession practices” in Private Banking. While some
Thought Leaders argued that clients would leave their banks if their CRO/ bankers left or
became independent asset managers, Thought Leaders from the larger European
institutions said they were able to manage against that trend. 

Finally, it is clear that a shift is occurring from offshore to onshore services, as tax
regulations are harmonized, and key countries reward the return of these funds with tax
amnesties. Nevertheless, situations like the currency crisis in Argentina or the emergence
of new tax-efficient products, such as offshore life insurance, will continue to create short-
term niches that promise good returns. These examples, amongst others, highlight that
flexibility in product management and speed in execution will be critical. 

Need for branding and differentiation

Having focused on clients and their changing profiles, the Thought Leaders looked at how
these target clients could be attracted and retained. The importance of image and
reputation in Private Banking was consistently considered the key driver, shifting the
discussion to the issue of branding. 

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%

Image & Reputation

Referrals from existing clients

Quality of client service & reporting

Quality of investment advice

Investment performance

Confidentiality & Security

Why do you believe clients will select your organization in the future?

Source: Thought Leadership Forum Survey, 4/02
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When asked to identify brands that appeal to their target clients, in only three minutes the
Thought Leaders listed 75 brands, including Patek Philippe, Hermes, St. Moritz, Cartier,
Lexus, Ferrari, Swiss, IBM, Four Seasons Hotels, Sotheby’s, Financial Times and yacht
manufacturer Sunseeker. Among the brands listed, only a few were those of Private Banks,
e.g. J.P. Morgan, Goldman Sachs and Credit Suisse. 

The Thought Leaders were asked to match 20 excepts from mission statements with the
name of the corresponding private bank. They struggled remarkably – some even in
matching the mission of their own organisation. The consensus of the group however was:
branding in general is still weak despite a declared need to differentiate in tougher
markets.

Key actors of change for 2008

In order to set the stage for a comprehensive outlook into the future of the industry, the
Thought Leaders debated the key drivers of the environment from various perspectives,
including Private Bankers/ CROs, banking technology, regulators and banking staff.

Private bankers/ CROs of the future are expected to have much of the same characteristics
as today: trustworthiness and discretion, customer focus and performance orientation.
However, they must be more service oriented, more aware of regulation, and better able
to provide sophisticated advice and solutions. 

Banking staff, in general, is considered expensive, complacent, with high social but weak
professional skills and a relatively high attrition rate. While some Thought Leaders felt
their staff had a high level of loyalty, others challenged this view. Loyalty to the institution,
nevertheless, is not expected to increase in the future, and staff is not expected to become
more efficient, or productive, without being driven or incentivized.

A major break-in into a Swiss private banks’ IT-system would be a surprise to managerial
Thought Leaders – however, in direct contrast, it was considered a “realistic possibility” to
technology Thought Leaders. Over the last few years, Private Banking technology has
augmented security risks, but also has become a strategic enabler bringing big efficiency
gains. The Internet is especially valued as a great source of information, leading to
increased transparency for clients. Private Banking technology is expected to enable the
delivery of tailor-made solutions in real-time to clients through a variety of channels,
including cell phones/ PDAs, in the near future. Focus on client relationship management
tools and client reporting, as well as effective implementation and leveraging of new
technologies.

Private Banking technology was characterized as consistently difficult to implement and
expensive, a trend that was expected to continue into the future. It was seen as both an
enabler and obstacle to change, partly due to the lack of common standards. It would be
viewed as a big surprise if the level of necessary investment in technology would decrease.
Regulatory bodies are seen as tough, formalistic, local, heterogeneous and slow. Regulators
over the last few years have become more global and more sophisticated, imposing more
offshore regulation than ever before. The loss of Swiss banking secrecy would be viewed as
a major surprise, as would be the complete loss of offshore banking centres. 

Thought Leaders were also asked to identify wild cards and surprises looking forward. There
was strong agreement that it would be a major surprise if Private Banking became a
fundamentally unattractive business, or that cost started to matter more than trust to the
client. The entry of “unusual brands” (newcomers) into the Private Banking market would
also surprise the Thought Leaders.

Additional events with great impact but moderate probability affecting the industry
included tax harmonization of the European Union, effective loss of banking secrecy due to
technology, disappearance of the current concept of stock exchanges, and the
disappearance of political instability, e.g. peace in the Middle East.
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Private Banking in 2008 – and getting there from here

The Thought Leaders then focussed on managing the change. Inability to get the right staff,
overcoming complacency, and inertia of personnel as well as the lack of visionary leaders
were all cited as major obstacles to managing change. “Inbreeding” was cited as a key
obstacle to developing effective management teams, along with the fact that under-
performers are often not moved out of their positions in the organisation. 

Security issues, complexity, scarce implementation skills and legacy infrastructure are
major obstacles to a full and effective use of technology, coupled with an unrealistic
understanding of what IT can and can not do. When implementing open product
architecture models, the lack of clear financial incentives, concerns about dilution of the
brand and the existence of in-house investment and product teams were brought up as high
barriers. More differentiation could be achieved with a clearer vision and a true sense of
urgency, and the disappearance of the fear of transparency. A consistent theme in the
debate about obstacles was a concern about the lack of understanding of the changing
client perspective.

The concept of global private banks was considered more a branding goal than reality,
because of the necessary adaption of the business models to local cultures and compliance
with local regulatory issues. European organisations face tough times when expanding to
North America primarily because of regulatory protection of US banks and a general
preference of Americans to deal with US banks, especially after the events of September
11, 2001. In contrast, the largest barrier for American banks expanding into Europe was the
continuing perception of Europe as one homogenous market and the lack of understanding
of the local cultures. Further industry consolidation is held back by these cultural issues,
the difficulty to keep key staff, and continuing gap in valuation expectations.

Given this context, the Thought Leaders outlined the key characteristics of Private Banking
in 2008. Stronger, customer-centric relationship management, including the crucial
perception of the private bank as trustworthy, was considered to be the most important
success factor. ‘Invisible Technology’ was a key debate, used to support micro-marketing
capabilities and improve client relationship management through the provision of
sophisticated advice. Organisations are expected to increase their ability to deliver new
products, offer fully customised services, eventually making information filtering a
successful offering on its own. Despite still boasting high margins and a continuing growth
in private wealth, the shift towards revised value chains allowing for the allocation of best
in class assets and managers will continue. 

A strong emphasis will be put on staff and asset retention, as ongoing consolidation will
lead to an increase in the number of larger brands. Niche players are expected to dominate
in special segments. Although there has been a clear trend towards shifting assets into
alternative asset classes, such as private equity and hedge funds, some viewed the trend
as “too esoteric” to further garner attention and support from clients in the future.

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50%

Sophisticated advice & solutions

Alternative Assets Investments

Asset allocation advisory

Non-financial services & products

What are the biggest opportunities for private banks and wealth
managers in the future?

Source:Thought Leadership Forum Survey, 4/02  
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What is the ideal private bank, and which models will win?

In the third thought session, the Thought Leaders were asked to identify the key
characteristics of an ideal private bank from a variety of perspectives, e.g. the Client, the
Private Banker (CRO), the Chief Technology Office (CTO) etc.. 

From the clients’ point of view, the reputation of their bank as trustworthy, professional
and independent remained key. Emphasis on providing solutions, not products, and
transparency and good reporting were additional themes.  Clients will want value,
continuity with regard to their CRO, and customized service as an individual. 

For the private banker/ wealth manager in an ideal private bank, they want to be able to
identify client needs, and serve clients in a responsive way wherever they are, with
whatever they need – and most importantly to take pride in their accomplishments as they
build long term relationships. They are looking for solid open architecture, strong
analytical support, a great technological infrastructure, client reporting tools and a
minimum of administrative tasks. Serving individual client segments in a targeted way will
be critical to gaining market share. A ‘one size fits all’ approach will simply not work, as
almost all other industries have shown. Finally, bankers/ wealth managers are looking for
top management that retains regular client contact, and provides clear vision.

The importance of stable senior management and clarity of consistent vision was also cited
by the group looking at the ideal bank from the view of a Chief Technology Officer. The
CTO’s were also looking for a culture which understands the priority of investing for long-
term projects, and a voice in decisions – specifically as members of the executive board.

Concluding the thought session, Thought Leaders were asked to identify and judge several
models in Private Banking and wealth management with regard to their potential
profitability, their ability to attract new assets, and their probability of being
implemented. The results are shown in the following graph.

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

Ability to identify & respond to
client needs /cross-selling skills

Responsiveness toclients' requests

Communication skills

Personal impact & influence

Good knowledge of external pro-
ducts (open product architecture)

Ability to gain new clients

Good knowledge of all in-house,
private banking products

Key Abilities of Successful Client Relationship Officers in Three Years

Source:Thought Leadership Forum Survey, 4/02
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The Thought Leaders quickly identified over 15 different models which could serve this
client base, coming from a wide range of perspectives. According to the Thought Leaders,
the most powerful models were considered to be, in order of attractiveness: partnerships/
private banks, hedge funds, public private banks and family offices. The lowest profitability
and ability to attract new assets was attributed to e-private banks, followed by full service
brokers. 

However, there was a dramatic range in the responses, especially in evaluating the
potential profitability of the models. In part, this can probably be attributed to the relative
in-transparency of certain models (partnerships, hedge funds, family offices).
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Conclusion

Private Banking will be forced to face questions in the next few years which will challenge
the traditional culture, structure, and profile of the industry. While the magnitude and
urgency of these issues will continue to be cushioned by the profitability and secrecy of
working with wealthy clients, these questions will clearly drive incremental change. 

There were several areas of strong agreement amongst the Thought Leaders: The need for
more sophisticated and distinctive marketing and branding, as that becomes a clear tool
for differentiation and client management; The requirement for open architecture, as
clients demand a wider range of advice, products, and services; The drive for ‘enabling’
technology and powerful tools that are invisible to the client and support client advisors as
they manage increasingly complex client relationships; and the need for the role, profile
and training of the traditional private banker to evolve as the client’s profiles and priorities
are changing, and client driven segmentation becomes a reality. 

But there remained significant diversity of opinions about the winning models of the future,
and about the relative impact and speed of change. Overall, this diversity of views bring
into sharp focus the need for management skills, realism about the future outlook of the
industry, and their ability to drive and manage these challenges and opportunities. Some
players are clearly better placed to meet these challenges than others. Much will depend
upon the extent and pace of external changes. Radical change may not occur in the next
few years - but the horizon beyond gets much less clear. 

Reported by Boris Schneider, Zurich. Edited by Susan Kish (First Tuesday) with contributions
from Ian Woodhouse and Damian Tobler (PwC Consulting), Samuel Dubno (GDI) and many
thanks to all the Thought Leaders of April 23rd, 2002.
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PRODUCERS

First Tuesday Zurich

First Tuesday is the knowledge and
business network for innovation and
entrepreneurship. We create and
disseminate intelligence using a
variety of formats, from think tanks
and face-to-face debates, to senior
level discussions and open networking
forums. Our independent platforms
facilitate relationships and present
key developements in new technologies
and leading industries.

First Tuesday delivers value by
creating high-level dialogue and
debate to generate insight into the key
issues of tomorrow.

www.firsttuesdayzurich.ch

Gottlieb Duttweiler Institute

The GDI is an independent think tank
for the retailing industry and its
economic and social environment. An
interdisciplinary team of 30 specialists
is developing and providing knowledge
and innovative solutions in the areas of
management, marketing, e-commerce,
POS and consumption. Our services are
based on a strong international network
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